
 
 
 
 

Press Release 

Introducing even more Premium products on Condor:  

Premium Economy Class on Short - and Mid range flights 

More room, seat comfort and service on Condor Short- and Medium range routes
 
Kelsterbach, 9 July 2010– Effective immediately,Condor customers may book the new 

Premium Economy Class available September 01,2010 on all short- and medium range 

flights. Guests are seated exclusively in window or aisle seats in the front cabin and 

enjoy more seat comfort due to the middle seat which is kept open. Germany’s largest 

leisure carrier offers up to 32 Premium Economy Class seats in addition to its regular 

Economy Class, all of which can be booked at www.condor.com and at travel agencies. 

 

„The strong demand for Premium Economy Class on long haul routes, which was 

introduced in November 2008, shows that our customers desire an option for increased 

seat comfort and service. As a quality-oriented leisure carrier, we are addressing and 

fulfilling the wishes of our customers by offering two products, Premium Economy Class 

and Economy Class, on short- and medium range routes, „ explained Achim Lameyer, 

Condor’s Vice President Passenger Sales. 

 

Naturally guests in Premium Class Economy will receive a Premium service. This 

includes a Premium Meal, complimentary alcoholic drinks during meal times, a larger 

selection of magazines, complimentary headsets and a separate check –in position at all 

german airports.Guests may look forward to further amenities inflight and while on-

board. 

Condor is the first leisure carrier worldwide to introduce a Premium Economy Class to 

destinations such as Mallorca, the Canary Islands, Turkey or Egypt, thereby meeting a 

desire for an enhanced class of service with flexibility according to demand. 

Tickets for Premium Economy Class on short- and medium haul flights begin at 99 Euro 

one-way including taxes and fees.  

Condor flights may be booked at all travel agencies, online at www.condor.com or via 

telephone at 01805 / 767 757 (0.14 euro/min from German landlines, mobile max. 0.42 

euro/min)  
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